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Sunday, May 21 of 2017

MESSAGE FOR THE SPECIAL APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE AND MOTHER OF THE
OCEANS, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF LISBON, PORTUGAL TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA
DE JESÚS, ON THE OCCASION OF THE BIRTHDAY OF THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN 

While humanity sleeps and walks, looking for a fulfillment that every day leads it into greater
emptiness, I am here on the horizon, My children, contemplating your little hearts.

I am the Mother of the Oceans, She Who, with Her Mantle and with Her Grace, sustains the seas
and all the creatures that dwell in them.

Each small marine creature is a living part of My Mirror of Light, of My Heart.

Marine beings occupy a special place in My Maternal Heart, because they are part of My
Purity. Through them, I balance the minds and the spirits of humankind and I generate merits in
light of God so that this world may continue to exist. 

Today, contemplate the seas as great Mirrors of Light, similar to My Mirrors in the universe.
Through them, I reflect peace to the world, and those hearts that are open will be able to feel and
receive it within themselves. 

The seas are a living part of My spiritual Source; they are the materialization of Divine Purity and
they exist on Earth to constantly remind hearts that one day they must return to God. 

The seas are an offering of the Creator to the world so that His creatures may recover their Essential
Purity, and so that each time they submerge their bodies into the seas, they may come out renewed
like a new essence that arises from the celestial reservoirs. And marine beings are those that, with
love, support that possibility of renewal for the Earth. 

The seas do not only balance and transmute the planet; spiritually, they are a path of return to God.

Thus, My children, the Mirrors of Light that clean and purify them are distributed throughout the
seas, so that they never lose the purity that God gave them. 

But the suffering of the marine beings, the pollution of the waters, and the incomprehension of
humankind on the spiritual mission of the seas weaken them and allow them, little by little, to
support the planet less. 

The time has come to spiritually support the seas for all that they have given to the world. 

The time has come to recognize the spiritual mission of nature and to seek a broader understanding
of life, and not just an understanding closed up within you, in yourself, in your personality and
personal life. 

Everything in the world, as in the Universe, has a reason to exist.
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All life carries out a spiritual function, and it is in the communion and unity experienced among all
that the Plan of God is accomplished and the return to the Origin is manifested. 

Everything is part of the multiplying of God; His Presence is in all things and, like a mysterious
celestial puzzle, the Creator counts on each one of His creatures to express His Unity. For this
reason, all life, children, depends on unity among beings. 

So today, understand the greatness of the seas and their mission in the world.

Pray for the oceans, pray for the life that dwells within them, and give thanks every day for their
existence. 

With this simple act of thinking less about the self and more about Creation, you will draw closer to
God and you will collaborate in the expression of His Divine Unity. 

I bless you on this day of Graces and I thank you for being with Me, praying for the oceans. 

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of the Oceans


